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 In the navigation systems of my company the positioning unit is based on the microsygic gps navigation system. My system does not work in windows ce 6.0, i cannot install it. I already tried reintalling it but it did not change anything. When i activate the gps in the microsygic i see the following: I do not understand how to get to the settings where you can activate the gps! A: You need to use some
very old driver for windows CE. Download Windows CE SP3 Drivers from here. However, if your GPS is a separate device, you might not be able to use it with this driver. In this case you need to download the GPS driver. Q: What is the "discount" parameter in Google Ads API? What is the discount parameter in Google Ads API? What does it mean? Can it be used to specify a discount? I'm not
sure if this is a bug or a sign of a broader problem. It seems like this parameter should be used to specify a discount, but it is actually just ignored, regardless of what I put in it. For example, when you request the attribution statistics on a campaign, you'll see something like this: { "filter": { "properties": { "groupingValue": { "value": "Account.Budget" } }, "value": [ { "propertyName": "discount",

"value": 100 ] }, "metrics": [ "Total Cost Per Click", "Cost Per Conversion" ] } However, when I change the value of the discount parameter, I 82157476af
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